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ABSTRACT
We report on Australia Telescope Compact Array observations in the direction of the young high
magnetic-Ðeld pulsar J1119[6127. In the resulting images we identify a nonthermal radio shell of diam-
eter 15@, which we classify as a previously uncataloged young supernova remnant, G292.2[0.5. This
supernova remnant is positionally coincident with PSR J1119[6127, and we conclude that the two
objects are physically associated. No radio emission is detected from any pulsar wind nebula (PWN)
associated with the pulsar ; our observed upper limits are consistent with the expectation that high
magnetic-Ðeld pulsars produce radio nebulae that fade rapidly. This system suggests a possible explana-
tion for the lack of an associated radio pulsar and/or PWN in many supernova remnants.
Subject headings : ISM: individual (G292.2[0.5) È pulsars : individual (PSR J1119[6127) È
radio continuum: ISM È stars : neutron È supernova remnants
1. INTRODUCTION
Important insight into the formation and evolution of
pulsars and supernova remnants (SNRs) can be obtained by
Ðnding physical associations between the two classes of
object. Pulsars are believed to be formed in supernovae that
result from the collapse of massive stars, a scenario which
implies that young pulsars and SNRs should be associated.
However, there are only about a dozen cases in which such
a pairing can be seriously claimed (Kaspi 1998). It is still a
matter of debate as to why there are so few pulsar/SNR
associations. While there is no doubt that selection e†ects
associated with detecting each type of object can at least
partly account for the deÐcit in associations (Gaensler &
Johnston 1995), there is mounting evidence that a signiÐ-
cant fraction of SNRs may be associated with objects with
very di†erent properties from traditional radio pulsars
(Gotthelf & Vasisht 2000). Establishing an association
between an SNR and any sort of compact object addresses
this fundamental issue of what is left behind when a star
explodes. In the particular case of associations of radio
pulsars with SNRs, studies of such systems provide impor-
tant constraints on pulsar properties such as their initial
spin periods, magnetic Ðelds, radio luminosities, birthrates,
and beaming fractions (e.g., Brazier & Johnston 1999).
Meanwhile, the young pulsars usually associated with
SNRs lose their rotational kinetic energy at a rapid rate.
These pulsars deposit this energy into their surroundings in
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the form of a magnetized relativistic particle wind. This
wind can interact with the ambient medium to produce an
observable pulsar wind nebula (PWN), the study of which
can provide information on both the pulsarÏs wind and sur-
rounding environment (e.g., Frail et al. 1996).
1.1. T he Young Pulsar J1119[6127
The 408 ms pulsar J1119[6127 (Camilo et al. 2000a) was
discovered recently in the Parkes multibeam pulsar survey
(Lyne et al. 2000 ; Camilo et al. 2000b). This pulsar has a
very small characteristic age kyr and a veryq
c
4 P/2P0 \ 1.6
high dipole magnetic Ðeld, BB 3.2] 1019(PP0 )1@2
G\ 4.1] 1013 G, where P and are the pulsarÏs spinP0
period and period derivative, respectively. Assuming that
neither the pulsarÏs magnetic moment nor moment of
inertia are evolving with time, it can be shown that an upper
limit on the pulsarÏs age is 1.7^ 0.1 kyr (Camilo et al.
2000a). In Table 1, we compare the properties of PSR
J1119[6127 to the other Ðve known pulsars for which q
c
\
5 kyr. It can be seen that each of these other young pulsars
is associated with radio emission from an SNR and/or
PWN, and it thus seems reasonable to suppose that PSR
J1119[6127 might similarly have an associated SNR or
PWN.
Indeed, examination of the highest resolution radio data
available for the region (Fig. 1 ; see also Green et al. 199910)
shows emission in the vicinity of the pulsar suggestive of the
morphology expected for an SNR. However, artifacts pro-
duced by the nearby bright H II regions NGC 3603 and
NGC 3576 (see De Pree, Nysewander, & Goss 1999 and
references therein), along with further image defects
occurring at the boundary between adjacent Ðelds, seriously
limit the sensitivity and image quality in this region. We
therefore have undertaken more detailed observations of
the Ðeld surrounding PSR J1119[6127 in an attempt to
ascertain the nature of emission in the region, as described
in ° 2. In ° 3 we show that the emission seen in the pulsarÏs
vicinity is a nonthermal shell, G292.2[0.5, and set upper
limits on the radio emission from a PWN at the pulsarÏs
position. In ° 4 we argue that G292.2[0.5 is a previously
unidentiÐed SNR associated with PSR J1119[6127, while
10 Green et al. 1999 may also be found at http ://
www.astrop.physics.usyd.edu.au/MGPS/.
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TABLE 1
PULSARS WITH kyrq
c
\ 5
Pa q
c
b Bc E0 d
Pulsar (ms) (kyr) (1012 G) (1036 ergs s~1) Associated SNR/PWN Radio SNR? Radio PWN? Reference
J1846[0258e . . . . . . 324 0.7 48 8 G29.7[0.3 (Kes 75) Y Y 1
B0531]21 . . . . . . . . . 33 1.3 3.8 450 G184.6[5.8 (Crab Nebula ) N Y 2
B1509[58 . . . . . . . . . 150 1.6 15 18 G320.4[1.2 (MSH 15[5-2) Y N 3
J1119[6127 . . . . . . 408 1.6 41 2 G292.2[0.5 Y N 4, 5
B0540[69 . . . . . . . . . 50 1.7 5.0 150 G279.7[31.5 (0540[69.3) Y Y 6
J0537[6910e . . . . . . 16 5.0 0.9 480 G279.6[31.7 (N 157B) N Y 7
NOTE.ÈEntries ranked by characteristic age.
a Period of rotation.
b Characteristic age, q
c
4P/2P0 .
c Inferred surface dipolar magnetic Ðeld, G.BB 3.2] 1019 (PP0 )1@2
d Spin-down luminosity, ergs s~1.E0 B 4n2] 1045 P0 /P3
e X-ray pulsar only.
REFERENCES.È(1) Gotthelf et al. 2000 ; (2) Staelin & Reifenstein 1968 ; (3) Seward & Harnden 1982 ; (4) Camilo et al. 2000a ; (5) this paper ; (6) Seward,
Harnden, & Helfand 1984 ; (7) Marshall et al. 1998.
in ° 5 we account for the absence of a radio PWN as being a
result of the pulsarÏs high magnetic Ðeld. The results of
X-ray observations of this system are presented in a com-
panion paper by Pivovaro† et al. (2001).
2. OBSERVATIONS
We have undertaken radio observations toward PSR
J1119[6127 with the Australia Telescope Compact Array
(ATCA; Frater, Brooks, & Whiteoak 1992), an east-west
synthesis telescope consisting of six 22 m antennas located
near Narrabri, NSW, Australia. These observations are
summarized in Table 2 ; in each observation data were
taken simultaneously at 1.4 and 2.5 GHz. The bandwidth at
each observing frequency was 128 MHz, split into 32 4
MHz channels. Observations were carried out in pulsar-
gating mode, in which complex correlations from the
antenna pairs were recorded 32 times per pulse period and
then folded at this period before being written to disk. All
four Stokes parameters were recorded for each spectral
channel and pulse bin. All observations used the same
FIG. 1.ÈImage of the region surrounding PSR J1119[6127, taken from the Molonglo Galactic Plane Survey (MGPS; Green et al. 1999), at a frequency
of 843 MHz and an angular resolution of D1@. Here and in subsequent images, the position of PSR J1119[6127, as determined from pulsar-gating, is
indicated by a cross. The bright H II regions NGC 3603 (G291.58[0.41) and NGC 3576 (G291.28[0.71) can be seen to the west of the pulsar.
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TABLE 2
ATCA OBSERVATIONS OF PSR J1119[6127
Observing Frequencies Time on Source
Observing Dates (MHz) Array ConÐguration (h)
1998 Oct 30È31 . . . . . . 1384/2496 6D 9
1998 Nov 1 . . . . . . . . . . . 1344/2240 6D 5
1999 Nov 25È26 . . . . . . 1384/2496 0.375 9
1999 Dec 14 . . . . . . . . . . 1384/2496 1.5A 9
pointing center, located D1@ from the position of the pulsar.
An absolute Ñux density scale was determined by obser-
vations of PKS B1934[638, assuming Ñux densities for this
source of 14.9 and 11.1 Jy at 1.4 and 2.5 GHz, respec-
tively.11 Both the time-dependent gain and the polarization
leakage parameters of each antenna were determined via
regular observations of PKS B1036[697. The Ðnal com-
bined data set consisted of 1,172,860 complex correlations
spread over 60 baselines ranging between 31 and 5878 m.
3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
3.1. Total Intensity Images
Data were calibrated in the MIRIAD package, using
standard approaches unless otherwise stated.12 Data were
Ðrst edited to eliminate portions corrupted by interference ;
Ñux density, antenna gain, and polarization calibrations
were then applied. Images of total intensity were then
formed at both 1.4 and 2.5 GHz, using data from all pulse
11 See J. E. Reynolds, 1994, ATNF Technical Document Series, 39.3040,
which may be found at http ://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/observing/
users–guide/html/node215.html.
12 See R. J. Sault & N. E. B. Killeen, 1999, The MIRIAD UserÏs Guide
(Sydney : Australia Telescope National Facility), which can be found at
http ://www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/miriad/).
bins, and employing a uniform weighting scheme to mini-
mize sidelobes. To enhance the surface brightness sensi-
tivity, images were formed using only baselines at projected
spacings shorter than 7.5 kj. Furthermore, at 2.5 GHz we
also discarded data at spacings shorter than 0.5 kj to
reduce the e†ect of confusing sidelobes produced by the two
bright nearby H II regions. The images were then decon-
volved using a maximum entropy routine (Cornwell &
Evans 1985 ; Narayan & Nityananda 1986), and the
resulting images convolved with a Gaussian restoring beam
of dimensions 29@@] 25@@ (at 1.4 GHz) and 21@@] 20@@ (at 2.5
GHz), corresponding to the di†raction-limited resolutions
of the respective data sets.
The resulting images are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The
rms sensitivity in each image is D0.5 mJy beam~1, which is
ten and Ðve times worse than the theoretical sensitivity
expected at 1.4 and 2.5 GHz, respectively. This is not sur-
prising given the very complicated nature of the region and
the presence of bright H II regions in the vicinity.
In the 1.4 GHz image in Figure 2, it is clear that the
extended emission seen in the lower resolution MGPS data
shown in Figure 1 is now resolved into a distinct limb-
brightened elliptical shell of dimensions 14@] 16@. After
applying a correction for a nonzero background, we esti-
mate a 1.4 GHz Ñux density for this shell of 5.6 ^ 0.3 Jy.
FIG. 2.ÈATCA observations of PSR J1119[6127 at 1.4 GHz, using only data corresponding to baselines shorter than 7.5 kj. The gray scale ranges from
[2 to ]18 mJy beam~1 while contours are shown at levels of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 20, and 30 mJy beam~1. The resolution of the image is 29@@] 25@@ (shown at the
lower right of each panel) and the rms noise level is D 0.5 mJy beam~1.
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FIG. 3.ÈATCA observations of PSR J1119[6127 at 2.5 GHz, using
data corresponding to baselines between 0.5 and 7.5 kj. The gray scale
ranges from [2 to ]10 mJy beam~1 while the resolution is 21@@] 20@@.
The image quality is signiÐcantly degraded by sidelobes from nearby
bright sources.
Based on its Galactic coordinates, we designate this shell
G292.2[0.5.
This shell can also be seen at 2.5 GHz in Figure 3 ;
however, the image quality at this frequency is poorer than
at 1.4 GHz because the confusing H II regions are farther
into the wings of the primary beam than at 1.4 GHz and
their sidelobes are consequently more difficult to decon-
volve. At 2.5 GHz the measured Ñux density of G292.2[0.5
is 1.6^ 0.1 Jy. This value is a signiÐcant underestimate on
the sourceÏs true Ñux density because at this higher fre-
quency the largest scale to which the interferometer is sensi-
tive is D7@, implying that much of the emission from this
source is not detected in our observations.
In Figure 4 we show an IRAS 60 km image of the region
(Cao et al. 1997). While there is signiÐcant infrared emission
associated with the bright H II regions to the west of the
pulsar, there is no detectable emission coincident with
G292.2[0.5. The weak infrared source IRAS J11169[6111
can be seen close to the position of PSR J1119[6127 ; this
source is probably not associated with the pulsar (see dis-
cussion by Pivovaro† et al. 2001).
We determined an accurate position for the pulsar as
follows. First, a delay was applied to each frequency
channel corresponding to a dispersion measure of 713 pc
cm~3.13 The data corresponding to o†-pulse bins were then
subtracted from on-pulse data in the u-v plane, and the
position of the pulsar determined by Ðtting the Fourier
transform of a point source to the resulting data set. The
resulting position and associated uncertainty for PSR
J1119[6127 are R.A. (J2000) decl.11h19m14s.30 ^ 0s.02,
(J2000) This position, marked in all the[61¡27@49A.5 ^ 0A.2.
images with a cross, puts the pulsar coincident with the
13 This was the best estimate available at the time and di†ers slightly
from the published dispersion measure of 707 ^ 2 pc cm~3 (Camilo et al.
2000a) ; this small di†erence does not a†ect the results.
FIG. 4.ÈComparison of infrared and radio emission from G292.2[0.5.
The gray scale shows the IRAS 60 km emission from the region, taken
from the IRAS Galaxy Atlas (Cao et al. 1997) and ranging between 70 and
400 MJy sr~1. Contours show 1.4 GHz radio emission, as in Fig. 2, at
levels of 3, 10, and 30 mJy beam~1. The infrared source D1@ to the west of
PSR J1119[6127 is IRAS J11169[6111.
geometric center of the SNR, within the uncertainties of
such a determination.
3.2. Spectral Index Determination
A measurement of the spectral index, a, for G292.2[0.5
(where is essential for determining whether thisSl P la)source is an SNR or not. However, a spectral index cannot
be determined directly from the 1.4 and 2.5 GHz images
shown in Figures 2 and 3 because the u-v coverage of the
two images di†ers considerably. We thus spatially Ðltered
the two images as follows (see also Gaensler et al. 1999). We
Ðrst corrected the 1.4 GHz image for primary beam attenu-
ation and then applied the attenuation corresponding to the
shape of the primary beam at 2.5 GHz. We then Fourier
transformed the resulting image and resampled it using the
transfer function of the 2.5 GHz observations. The resulting
data set then had properties identical to the 2.5 GHz data,
except that the intensity distribution on the sky was that at
1.4 GHz. This data set was then imaged and deconvolved in
the same way as for the 2.5 GHz data. Both this resulting
image and the original 2.5 GHz image in Figure 3 were then
smoothed to a Ðnal resolution of 30A.
These two images could then be directly compared to
determine the spectral index of the emission. To make this
determination, we applied the approach of ““ spectral
tomography ÏÏ (Katz-Stone & Rudnick 1997) to
G292.2[0.5. This involved scaling the 2.5 GHz image by a
trial spectral index, and then subtracting this scaleda
t
,
image from the 1.4 GHz image to form a di†erence image,
deÐned byIat,
Iat \ I1.4[ (1.4/2.5)atI2.5 , (1)
where and are the images to be compared at 1.4I1.4 I2.5and 2.5 GHz, respectively. The spectral index, a, of a partic-
ular feature is simply the value of at which its emissiona
t
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FIG. 5.ÈTomographic spectral index images for the bright south-
eastern rim of the shell G292.2[0.5. The gray scale shows a series of
di†erence images between 1.4 and 2.5 GHz data that have been matched in
u-v coverage. For each panel, the trial spectral index is shown at the upper
left. Contours in each panel correspond to the 1.4 GHz data, shown in Fig.
2, at levels of 10, 20, and 30 mJy beam~1. Light (dark) regions of the image
indicate that a feature has a more negative (positive) spectral index than
the trial value. The transition from light to dark occurs at a spectral index
D[0.6.
blends into the background. An uncertainty in this spectral
index is estimated by Ðnding the range in values of ata
twhich the residual at this position in the di†erence image
becomes signiÐcant.
FIG. 6.È1 GHz surface brightness vs. diameter for known radio PWNe
and corresponding upper limits for a PWN associated with PSR
J1119[6127. Plotted points correspond to the properties of PWNe as
listed in Table 3, scaled to a distance of 5 kpc. Squares indicate static
nebulae, crosses indicate nebulae with a bow-shock morphology, while the
solid circle indicates the upper limit on a radio PWN associated with PSR
B1509[58. Open circles indicate the predicted size and surface brightness
for a PWN associated with PSR J1119[6127 using cases NE (lower right)
and case E (upper left) of the PWN model of RC84 (see text for details) ; the
solid and dashed lines, respectively, correspond to the 1.4 and 2.5 GHz
observed upper limits on such emission. The vertical dotted line indicates
the diameter of G292.2[0.5 ; this is a hard upper limit on the extent of any
PWN associated with PSR J1119[6127.
In Figure 5 we show a series of such di†erence images for
the region surrounding the bright southeastern rim of
G292.2[0.5 for trial spectral indices in the range 0.0 [
at intervals For a trial spectral indexa
t
[ [1.1 *a
t
\ 0.1.
the signiÐcant negative residuals indicate that thea
t
\ 0,
emission from the shell has a nonthermal (a \ 0) spectrum.
By Ðnding the trial spectral index at which the residuals
make the transition from negative to positive, we estimate
that the spectral index of this part of G292.2[0.5 is
a \ [0.6^ 0.2. Other parts of the shell are signiÐcantly
fainter at 2.5 GHz, and a spectral index determination is
correspondingly more difficult. However, results for these
regions also suggest a spectral index a D [0.6.
3.3. Polarization
SNRs are signiÐcantly linearly polarized, typically at a
fractional level of 10%È20%. Thus the presence or absence
of linear polarization is a further useful discriminant as to
whether a source is an SNR. Unfortunately, there is a sig-
niÐcant o†-axis response in linear polarization, meaning
that instrumental artifacts caused by the bright H II regions
NGC 3603 and NGC 3576 dominate emission in Stokes Q
and U at the position of G292.2[0.5. We were thus unable
to make any measurement of the polarization properties of
this object.
3.4. L imits on Emission from a Radio PW N
There is no obvious emission at the pulsarÏs position in
either of Figures 2 or 3 that might be associated with a
PWN. To put quantitative limits on the surface brightness
of such a source, we carried out the following steps.
First, we excluded pulse bins corresponding to times
when the pulsar was ““ on,ÏÏ emission from which could
potentially mask emission from a coincident PWN
(Gaensler et al. 1998 ; Stappers, Gaensler, & Johnston 1999).
Next, we subtracted a model of the emission from the shell
itself and from external sources from the u-v data. The
resulting image had greatly improved sensitivity to emission
at or near the pulsarÏs position (see Gaensler, Bock, & Stap-
pers 2000). We then carried out a series of trials, stepping
through all angular sizes between the resolution of the data
and the extent of G292.2[0.5. For each trial, we simulated
a PWN by adding to the u-v data the Fourier transform of a
faint circular disk centered on the pulsar and with diameter
equal to the trial angular size. We then made an image of
the region, convolving it with a Gaussian of FWHM sligh-
tly smaller than the size of the disk to give maximal sensi-
tivity to structures on that scale. We repeated this process at
increasing Ñux densities for the simulated PWN until it
could be detected in the resulting image at the 5 p level (e.g.,
Green & Scheuer 1992 ; Gaensler, Bock, & Stappers 2000).
The surface brightness of this marginally detectable disk
was taken as our sensitivity to a PWN at a given angular
size.
Figure 6 shows a plot of the corresponding 1.4 and 2.5
GHz upper limits on surface brightness of any PWN, as a
function of angular size. In both cases, we have scaled our
results to an observing frequency of 1 GHz by assuming a
PWN spectral index a \ [0.3 as seen for the Crab Nebula.
4. AN ASSOCIATION BETWEEN G292.2[0.5 AND
PSR J1119[6127?
For a source to be classiÐed as a shell-type SNR, it needs
to have a limb-brightened morphology, show a nonthermal
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spectral index (a D [0.5), have a high radio-to-infrared Ñux
ratio, and be linearly polarized. We have shown that
G292.2[0.5 meets all of the Ðrst three criteria (as explained
in ° 3.3, polarization measurements were not possible for
this source because of instrumental e†ects). We therefore
conclude that G292.2[0.5 is a previously unidentiÐed
SNR.
The 1 GHz surface brightness of this SNR14 is
&D 4.7] 10~21 W m~2 Hz~1 sr~1. This value is not par-
ticularly faint, being of order the approximate completeness
limit of the entire sample of Galactic SNRs (Gaensler &
Johnston 1995). Thus the fact that this SNR had until now
gone undetected is not a result of lack of sensitivity but is
entirely because of the severe selection e†ects associated
with identifying SNRs in complicated regions. Undoubtedly
there remain many other reasonably bright SNRs that are
similarly hidden beneath the sidelobes from adjacent strong
sources.
Associations between pulsars and SNRs are usually
judged on agreement in distance, agreement in age, the
space velocity inferred from the o†set of the pulsar with
respect to the SNRÏs apparent center, and the likelihood of
a chance coincidence between the two sources. We now
consider each of these criteria in turn.
As discussed by Camilo et al. (2000a), the distance
inferred for PSR J1119[6127 from its dispersion measure is
greater than 30 kpc and is certainly a severe overestimate.
Meanwhile, no distance estimate is possible for SNR
G292.2[0.5 from the available data. Thus we are unable to
determine whether distances to the two sources are compa-
rable. Camilo et al. (2000a) note that the Carina spiral arm
of the Galaxy crosses the line of sight at distances of 2.4 and
8 kpc and therefore assume that the pulsarÏs true distance
falls somewhere in this range. We make a similar assump-
tion for SNR G292.2[0.5 and in future discussion denote
the distance to the source as kpc. The radius of the SNR5d5is then pc.R\ (10.9^ 0.7)d5We can derive an approximate age for SNR G292.2[0.5
as follows. For a uniform ambient medium of pure hydro-
gen with density cm~3, the mass swept up by the SNR isn0For typical ejected masses and ambientD140n0 d53 M_.densities, the SNR is then partly in transition to the adia-
batic (Sedov-Taylor) phase of expansion (see, e.g., Dohm-
Palmer & Jones 1996). We can therefore use the expected
rate of expansion in the adiabatic phase to derive an upper
limit on the SNR age of kyr, where(7 ^ 1)(n0/E51)1@2d55@2is the kinetic energy of the explosion in units of 1051E51ergs. For a typical value (Frail, Goss, &n0/E51\ 0.2Whiteoak 1994), we Ðnd that the age of the SNR must be
less than kyr. This is in good agreement with theD3d55@2upper limit on the pulsarÏs age of 1.7 ^ 0.1 kyr estimated by
Camilo et al. (2000a) from pulsar timing.
We estimate that the pulsar is o†set by no more than D1@
from the geometric center of the SNR. If this geometric
center corresponds to the site of the supernova explosion,
and if the pulsar and SNR are physically associated, then a
typical transverse velocity for the pulsar of km s~1500V500implies an upper limit on the age for the system of less than
kyr, consistent with the ages estimated separa-2.9d5/V500tely for the pulsar and the SNR.
14 Surface brightness is determined using the usual deÐnition &l 4where h is the angular diameter of the SNR and the e†ects of limbSl/h2,brightening have been disregarded.
As discussed above, G292.2[0.5 has a surface brightness
comparable to the completeness limit of the Galactic SNR
population. Thus a good estimate of the probability of a
chance alignment between the pulsar and the SNR can be
made by considering the distribution of known SNRs down
to this surface brightness limit. In a representative region of
the Galactic Plane covering the range 270¡¹ l¹ 330¡,
o b o¹ 2¡, there are 20 other SNRs brighter than
G292.2[0.5 (Whiteoak & Green 1996 ; Green 2000).15 The
probability that such an SNR should have its center lying
by chance within 1@ of PSR J1119[6127 is therefore
D7 ] 10~5. Even if the geometric center of an SNR does
not correspond to its true center, the o†set between the two
is probably no more than D25% of the SNRÏs radius (e.g.,
Dohm-Palmer & Jones 1996 ; Zaninetti 2000), so that the
probability of a chance alignment is still >10~3.
To summarize, we Ðnd that SNR G292.2[0.5 is of com-
parable age to PSR J1119[6127, that the o†set of the
pulsar from the SNRÏs center is consistent with the youth of
the system, and that there is a low probability that the two
sources align so closely by chance. We therefore conclude
that it is highly likely that PSR J1119[6127 and SNR
G292.2[0.5 are physically associated.
5. IMPLICATIONS OF THE NONDETECTION OF A
RADIO PWN
5.1. PW Ne around Young Pulsars
The Crab pulsar is by far the best-studied young pulsar.
In the evolutionary picture inferred for this pulsar and its
associated nebula, a young pulsar is born spinning rapidly
ms). Over the next thousand years, the pulsar(P[ 20
undergoes only modest spin-down so that it is still spinning
rapidly and has a high spin-down luminosity. The inter-
action of the resulting pulsar wind with the ambient
medium produces a radio-bright PWN. The other two
rapidly spinning pulsars in Table 1, PSRs B0540[69 and
J0537[6910, also have these properties.
However, the other three young pulsars in Table 1,
namely, PSRs J1846[0258, B1509[58, and J1119[6127,
are all of a comparable age to the Crab-like pulsars but spin
much more slowly (P[ 100 ms) and have much higher
magnetic Ðelds (B[ 1013 G). If, as with the Crab-like
pulsars, these high-Ðeld pulsars were born spinning rapidly,
we can infer that they lost most of their rotational energy
early in their lives. Given this important di†erence in their
evolutionary histories, it is perhaps not reasonable to expect
that they should power radio-bright PWNe like those pro-
duced by the Crab-like pulsars. While PSR J1846[0258 is
associated with a radio PWN (Becker & Helfand 1984 ;
Gotthelf et al. 2000), no radio PWN has been detected
around PSR B1509[58 (Gaensler et al. 1999), although the
sensitivity to such a source is limited by the complicated
nature of the region. Furthermore, we have shown here that
to even more stringent limits, no PWN is present around
PSR J1119[6127 either.
In Table 3, we list the properties of a representative group
of radio PWN. We plot the resulting sizes and 1 GHz
15 J. B. Z. Whiteoak & A. J. Green, 1996, may also be found at http ://
www.physics.usyd.edu.au/astrop/wg96cat/ ; D. A. Green, 2000, A Cata-
logue of Galactic Supernova Remnants (2000 August Version ; Cambridge :
Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory), may be found at http ://
www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/surveys/snrs/.
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TABLE 3
SIZES AND SURFACE BRIGHTNESSES OF SELECTED RADIO PULSAR WIND NEBULAE
da hb S1 GHzc log &d
PWN or Associated SNR Other Name (kpc) (arcmin) (Jy) (W m~2 Hz~1 sr~1)
G184.6[5.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Crab Nebula, SN 1054 2.5 6 1040 [17.4
G279.7[31.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0540[69.3 50 0.08 0.09 [17.7
G21.5[0.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.5 1.2 6 [18.2
G5.4[1.2e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 0.07 0.01 [18.5
G279.6[31.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N 157B 50 1.5 2.75 [18.7
G29.7[0.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kes 75 19 0.5 0.3 [18.8
G328.4]0.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MSH 15[5-7 17 5 16 [19.0
G130.7]3.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3C 58 3 8 33 [19.1
G34.7[0.4e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W 44 3 1 0.3 [19.4
G326.3[1.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MSH 15[5-6 4 7 14 [19.4
G74.9]1.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CTB 87 12 7 9 [19.6
G320.4[1.2f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MSH 15[5-2 5 4 . . . \[19.6
G292.2[0.5f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D5 4 . . . [22.0
NOTE.ÈData from D. A. Green, 2000, A Catalogue of Galactic Supernova Remnants (2000 August Version ;
Cambridge : Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory) at http ://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/surveys/snrs/and from refer-
ences therein.
a Distance to PWN.
b Mean angular diameter of PWN.
c 1 GHz Ñux density of PWN.
d 1 GHz surface brightness of PWN.
e Bow-shock nebula.
f Radio PWN not detected. Angular size is derived using expansion velocity of Crab Nebula (V D 1700 km s~1)
and characteristic age of associated pulsar. For G320.4[1.2, upper limit on surface brightness is that obtained by
Gaensler et al. 1999 ; for G292.2[0.5, surface brightness is that predicted by the model described in the text.
surface brightnesses of these sources in Figure 6, all scaled
to a common distance of 5 kpc. Two types of PWN are
shown: those with a ““ static ÏÏ morphology, in which the
PWN is conÐned by the gas pressure of the surrounding
medium (e.g., Arons 1983 ; Reynolds & Chevalier 1984,
hereafter RC84), and those with a ““ bow-shock ÏÏ morphol-
ogy, where the PWN is conÐned by ram pressure resulting
from the pulsarÏs motion with respect to its environment
(e.g., Frail et al. 1996). It can be seen from the upper limits
derived in ° 3.4 and also plotted in Figure 6 that each of the
PWNe considered would have been detected easily in our
observations.
In the case of PSR B1509[58, we plot the upper limit of
Gaensler et al. (1999). The angular size for this PWN has
been estimated by assuming that the PWN has freely
expanded since the pulsarÏs birth with an expansion velocity
V \ 1700 km s~1 as measured for the Crab Nebula
(Trimble 1968). It can be seen that the upper limits on the
brightness of a PWN around PSR J1119[6127 are 10
times more stringent than those for PSR B1509[58 and
thus are potentially a better test of the evolution of high
magnetic-Ðeld pulsars.
5.2. A Simple Model for PW N Evolution
An explanation for the absence of a radio PWN around
PSR B1509[58 was proposed by Bhattacharya (1990), who
pointed out that even if a high magnetic-Ðeld pulsar is born
spinning rapidly, it will quickly slow down to a long period
because of severe magnetic braking. At later times, there is
therefore no signiÐcant energy injection into the PWN from
the pulsar, and the energetics of the nebula are dominated
by the signiÐcant losses it experiences because of expansion
into the ambient medium. The net result is that a PWN
associated with a high Ðeld pulsar should have an observ-
able lifetime that is very brief, corresponding to the reduced
period for which the pulsar provides signiÐcant amounts of
energy to the nebula.
The radio luminosity evolution of a PWN has been con-
sidered in detail by several authors (e.g., Pacini & Salvati
1973 ; RC84). In these studies, it is found that the evolution
of a radio PWN can be divided into two main stages. The
transition occurs at a time wheret B q04P0/(n[ 1)P0 0, P0and are the initial period and period derivative of theP0 0pulsar, respectively, and n is the pulsarÏs braking index
(assumed to not vary with time).
In the Ðrst stage of evolution the pulsar is a(t [ q0),signiÐcant source of energy for the expanding PWN. For
times immediately preceding the radio luminosity oft \ q0,the PWN at a given frequency decreases with time as
(RC84), where a is the radio spectral indexL l(t) P t(7a~3)@4of the PWN deÐned by The radio luminositySl P la.decreases, despite the fact that the pulsar continues to inject
energy into the PWN because of losses resulting from
expansion of the nebula.
In the succeeding stage of evolution the pulsar(t Z q0),transfers the bulk of its initial rotational energy into the
PWN and no longer injects signiÐcant amounts of energy
into it. The radio luminosity of the PWN now decreases
more steeply than in the Ðrst stage so that whereL l P t~2c,c\ 1 [ 2a is the energy index of the injected particle spec-
trum.
RC84 consider two cases for the evolution of a PWN:
case ““ NE,ÏÏ in which the energies in relativistic electrons
and magnetic Ðelds evolve independently, and case ““ E,ÏÏ in
which there is equipartition between particles and magnetic
Ðelds.
Analytic solutions for the evolution of the PWN are pos-
sible only for case NE. In this case, we Ðnd that at a fre-
16 This is the only time range of interest for the pulsars being considered
here.
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quency l, and at a time the spectral luminosity oft [ q0,16the nebula is given by (RC84) :
L l \ K L 0(7~c)@8q0(1`9c)@8(p [ c)~1t~2c (2)
where is the initial spin-down luminosityL 0 4 4n2IP0 0/P03of the pulsar, p \ (n ] 1)/(n [ 1), and K is a constant of
proportionality. K depends on the mass of the slowly
moving ejecta and on the details of the injected particle
spectrum (RC84)Èwe assume that these quantities are the
same for each of the pulsars we are considering.
The ratio of spectral luminosities and for twoL l,1 L l,2PWNe with ages and respectively, and with similart1 t2,spectral indices is then
L l,1
L l,2
\
AL 1
L 2
B(7~c)@8Aq1
q2
B(1`9c)@8Ap1 [ c
p2 [ c
B~1At1
t2
B~2c
, (3)
where and are the initial spin-downL 1,2, q1,2, p1,2luminosities the ““ initial characteristic ages ÏÏL 0, q0,and the parameter p \ (n ] 1)/(n [ 1) for the two pulsars,
respectively.
Since the initial surface magnetic Ðeld has the depen-
dency we can writeB0P (P0P0 0)1@2, q04 P0/(n[ 1)P0 0PSimilarly, we Ðnd thatP02/(n[ 1)B02. L 0 PP0 0/P03PB02/P04,so that
L l,1
L l,2
\
AP1
P2
B(~13`11c@4)AB1
B2
B(3~5c@2)
]
An1[ 1
n2[ 1
B~(1`9c@8)Ap1[ c
p2[ c
B~1At1
t2
B~2c
, (4)
where and are the initial periods, initialP1,2, B1,2, n1,2magnetic Ðelds, and braking indices of the two pulsars.
We now convert spectral luminosities into 1 GHz surface
brightnesses using the fact that &P L /(V t)2, where we have
assumed that the PWN is freely expanding. Assuming that
a \ [0.3, as for the Crab Nebula, we have that
c\ 1 [ 2a \ 1.6, so that
&1
&2
\
AP1
P2
B`1.15AB1
B2
B~2.50An1[ 1
n2[ 1
B~1.93
]
Ap1[ c
p2[ c
B~1AV1
V2
B~2.0At1
t2
B~5.2
. (5)
By assuming that and V for PSR J1119[6127 and itsP0associated PWN are similar to the corresponding values for
the Crab, that the characteristic age of PSR J1119[6127 is
a good approximation to its true age, and that the pulsarÏs
surface magnetic Ðeld does not signiÐcantly evolve with
time, we can then use equation (5) to predict the brightness
of a radio PWN associated with PSR J1119[6127 for case
NE. Using the parameters listed in Table 4, we predict a 1
GHz surface brightness for a radio PWN of &^ 6 ] 10~22
W m~2 Hz~1 sr~1. It can be seen from Figure 6 that this
predicted value is signiÐcantly fainter than the surface
brightness of any detected radio PWN and is consistent
with the upper limits derived in ° 3.4.
No analytic solution is possible for case E. However,
Figure 2 of RC84 shows that the main di†erence between
cases NE and E is that the radius of the expanding PWN is
D2 times smaller in the latter case. The predicted surface
brightness (plotted in Fig. 6) is then D4 times larger than
for case NE, but it still below the observed upper limits.
Note that while the direct dependency of radio lumi-
nosity on initial period in equation (5) is weak, a longer
initial period would also imply that the pulsarÏs true age
was smaller than its characteristic ageÈthe strong depen-
dence of & on t must then also be taken into account. For
example, Camilo et al. (2000a) show that for an initial
period ms, the true age for PSR J1119[6127P0\ 200would only be 1.2 kyr. In this case, the parameters in Table
4 would then cause us to underestimate the surface bright-
ness by a factor D100 and would result in a predicted
surface brightness well above our sensitivity limits. Our
model thus argues in favor of a small initial period for PSR
J1119[6127.
We can also apply this model to PSR B1509[58, for
which we predict a 1 GHz surface brightness
&D 8 ] 10~21 W m~2 Hz~1 sr~1, in agreement with the
upper limit set by Gaensler et al. (1999). For the apparently
younger PSR J1846[0258, equation (5) predicts
&D 7 ] 10~20 W m~2 Hz~1 sr~1. While this is approx-
imately a factor of 2 fainter than the observed surface
brightness of the associated PWN, this source has a signiÐ-
cantly di†erent spectral index than the Crab Nebula (a \ 0 ;
Becker & Helfand 1984), so it is not reasonable to apply a
simple scaling from the properties of the Crab as has been
done here. Furthermore, while braking indices have been
measured for PSRs B1509[58 and J1119[6127 (Kaspi et
al. 1994 ; Camilo et al. 2000a), no such measurement has yet
been made for PSR J1846[0258, and its characteristic age
may thus not be a good approximation to its true age.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Radio observations of the young pulsar J1119[6127
have revealed a limb-brightened radio shell, G292.2[0.5, of
diameter D15@. The spectral index a \ [0.6^ 0.2 mea-
sured for this shell, together with its lack of infrared emis-
sion, argue that G292.2[0.5 is a previously unidentiÐed
SNR. The small age inferred for G292.2[0.5, together with
the proximity of its geometric center to the position of PSR
J1119[6127, argue for a physical association between the
two objects.
Radio emission from a pulsar-powered nebula was not
detected in our observations. We have shown that our
observed upper limits are consistent with the expectation
TABLE 4
INPUT PARAMETERS TO PWN MODEL
Parameter PSR B0531]21 / Crab Nebula PSR J1119[6127
Initial pulsar spin period, P0 (ms) 16 16 (assumed)
Initial surface magnetic Ðeld, B0 (G) 3.8] 1012 4.1] 1013
Pulsar age, t (kyr) 1.0 1.7
Pulsar braking index, n 2.51 2.91
PWN expansion velocity, V (km s~1) 1700 1700 (assumed)
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that the pulsar spun down rapidly to long periods and
dumped the bulk of its energy into the nebula at early times.
The energy losses from subsequent expansion of the nebula
have caused the radio emission to fade rapidly so that it is
now well below the detection threshold of our observations.
The presence of a pulsar within an SNR is usually
inferred either directly, via detection of pulsations, or indi-
rectly, through identiÐcation of a pulsar wind nebula within
the SNR. That both PSRs B1509[58 and J1119[6127 are
faint radio pulsars with no detectable radio PWNe suggests
that many other young SNRs that have been studied only at
radio wavelengths could similarly contain pulsars which are
too faint to detect (or which are beaming away from us) and
which do not power detectable radio PWNe. The failure to
detect radio pulsars and/or PWNe in many SNRs could
thus possibly be explained if pulsars with high magnetic
Ðelds comprise a signiÐcant fraction of the pulsar popu-
lation. In X-rays, young pulsars generally have higher lumi-
nosities, broader beams, and more prominent nebulae than
in the radio, so that imaging these systems at higher ener-
gies might be a better way to infer their presence.
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